
Ksix Phenomena SmartLED ceiling light, 
CCT, 45 cm, 5.850 lm, 45 W, Tuya Smart 

app, Voice assistants, White

DESCRIPTION

The SmartLED Ksix Phenomena ceiling light will brighten your home with style and 
versatility. Thanks to its CCT white shade control you can adapt the lightning according 
to your preferences and needs. It is compatible with the Tuya Smart app, from which 
you can controll all its features no matter where you are. In addition, it is compatible 
with voice assistants such as Alexa and Google Assistant. The Ksix Phenomena ceiling 
light is the perfect option to illuminate all your spaces.

CCT white control: from cool to warm

The Ksix Phenomena LED ceiling light is equipped with CCT white shade control. You 
will be able to switch from a 3.000K warm temperature to a cool 6.000K in a matter of 
seconds. Thanks to its 5.850 modular lumens you can illuminate every corner of your 
room. It allows you to adjust the brightness to suit your needs and preferences 
depending on the occasion.

Full control with Tuya Smart

The Phenomena is compatible with the Tuya Smart app, from which you can control all 
its functionalities. From the selection of white temperatures to the setting of timers. It is 
compatible with voice assistants such as Alexa and Google Assistant, so you can control 
the lightning using your voice. Its Bluetooth 4.2 connectivity offers a stable connection, 
and its WiFi connectivity will let you control its functionalities no matter where you are. 
And if you run out of battery or don’t have your phone at hand, don’t worry, the ceiling 
light includes a remote control to control the lightning.

Unique minimalist design

The Ksix Phenomena has a unique dual design with dimensions of 45 x 45 centimeters 
and 10 centimeters thick that will give a different feel to the place where you install it. 
In addition, it offers a lifespan of 20.000 hours, so it will be your loyal lighting 
companion for many years to come.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Dimensions 45 x 45 x 10 cm

Connectivity Bluetooth 4.2

Compatibility Siri, Alexa, Google Home

Input parameters 100-240V / 50-60Hz

Degree of protection IP20

Power 45 W

Brightness 5.850 lm

LED Color CCT (Warm White + Cool White)

Color temperature 3000K - 6000K

Lifetime 20.000 h

APP Tuya Smart, Smart Life
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Energy classification E

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXPLAFLED05 EAN: 8427542130712 Recommended retail price: €129.99
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